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ABSTRACT 
A variety of systems problems give rise to special cases of the linear matrix 
equation 
2 Ai X Bi + 2 Ci XT Di = F (Z). 
i pXsSXt tXq j pxt txssxq Px9 
F(Z) may be a matrix-valued function of a matrix argument Z. It is the purpose here 
to summarize and extend some of the applicable solution procedures through a 
systematic use of operators which convert the matrix equation to vector and 
dimension-reduced vector forms. The format and details of the results are convenient 
for machine computation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The general structure of linear matrix equations is 
(1) 
where F(Z) is a constant matrix or a specified matrix-valued function of a 
scalar or of an independent matrix 2. The dimensions of the matrices are 
normally such that pq = st. Conditions for the existence of solutions and a 
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variety of applicable solution methods are well known for the Lyapunov 
equations 
AX+XB=F, (2) 
X+ CXD= F,, (3) 
which are particular cases of (1) [l-6]. The methods generally involve 
eigenvector similarity transformations or transition matrices associated with 
the coefficient matrices A, B, C and D of (2) and (3). 
For the general equation (l), these methods cannot be used, and one must 
resort to modification of (1) to the equivalent pq X 1 dimensioned vector 
form [l-3, 7-101. It is the objective of this note to give operational details for 
the solution of (1) by means of a reduced vector structure, which is 
applicable when it is known a priori that the solution matrix X is symmetric. 
Little is known on the existence of solutions for (1) on the basis of properties 
of the matrices Ai, Bi, Cj and Di [l]. 
The operations of converting a matrix equation to equivalent vector 
equations have been variously formalized (e.g. [2, S-101). If one defines 
cs Y pxq A [Yll YZl *** Yplf Yl2 Y22 *** Yp2l. I’ 
(column strin~Zctor of Y = [ y,,]), 
I-s ,;, A [Yll Yl2 *** ’ Ylqi Y21 * ** 
‘...I 
YZ(ll 
1xPq 
(row string vector of Y= [ yif]), 
2, (Y) i (rsY)r=csYr 
PX9 
wx1 
(used in [lo]), then it follows readily that [8-lo] 
cs{AXB} =(BT@A)csX, 
and 
rs{AXB} =rsX(A r@‘B), 
v{AXB} =(A’.Z@)u(X), 
(4 
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and 
rsYT=rs{(Y)T} =r.sA(EzzJ’), (5) 
~(Y’)=o{(Y)~}=(E;,$+(Y). 
Here (EJCJ ’ p is a ermutation matrix [9] with the structure 
where cfi is the p x q-dimensioned unit matrix, having all zero elements 
except P izthe ijth position. 8 denotes the Kronecker product connective of 
two matrices, i.e., 
c @ D, A [ciio]: 
(iJ=l,...,p) 
PX4 (j-+=1,...,9) * 
PSX@ 
Equation (1) can now be routinely converted to vector form by use of (4) 
and (5); for example, by use of the column string operation one obtains 
i qXt pXs 
csX and hence X can then be routinely determined provided that the 
9p X 9p dimensioned coefficient matrix of csX has an inverse. 
II. REDUCED VECTOR STRUCTURES 
OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
It is frequently known a priori that an s X s-dimensioned matrix equation 
and its sX s dimensioned solution matrix X are symmetric, whence a 
dimensional reduction of the associated vector equation from s2 to s(s + 1)/2 
is indicated. Little attention has been directed to systematic implementations 
of such reductions [7]. We give a formulation here which involves the use of 
simple dimension-altering matrices operating on vectors to remove or to 
insert redundant elements as applicable. For simplicity we confine the 
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development to the column sequenced vector form of a matrix. 
We define the reduced column string of an s X s matrix Y by 
cs Y 
[s(s+l)/Z] x 1 
k [ Yll YZl *-* !A Yz2 Y32 *** I Y33 Y43 -** I- I’ 
= [ Yijl ’ (Q=1,2,..., s: (iJ=j,j+l,...,s)) * 
The nested notation for element indexing denotes that j is indexed 
downward from 1 to s, and that for a prevailing value of i, i is indexed 
downward through all its values from i to s. 
We introduce now the row deletion matrix D”, which is defined by 
D” i [(fiT@fiT)ij]: (iJ=l,..., s: (i&=iJ ,..., s)), 
[s(s+ 1)/2] xs* 
where ek is the s-dimensioned unit vector having all zero-valued elements 
except i in the kth position. Details of the structure are exemplified by D3: 
r elTC3elT 3 3 
: 
e’TC3e2T 
D3 = e1T@e3T 
6x9 
e2T @ e2T 
e2T 8 e3T 
e3T@ e3T 1 = 
1 0 0 to 0 010 0 0 
0 1 0 ;o 0 0 ;o 0 0 
0 0 1 ‘0 0 0’0 0 0 ____ -_-_I__--_-_--_-_---- 
0 0 010 1 010 0 0 
0 0 010 0 110 0 0 _---__---_------- 
0 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 1 
D” can also be readily constructed from the s2-dimensioned identity matrix 
by deleting all rows as indexed in Table 1. 
We also define a row insertion matrix I” by 
1s A 
SZX [S(P+ I)/21 [( 
T 
4si?),2 
m(s,i,i) 11 : (ii=1,2 ,..., s: (iJ=1,2 ,..., s)) ii 
where 7 * is the e -dimensioned unit vector with 1 in the mth position, and m 
is given by 
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j-3 
m(s,i,j)=(j-l)S-jj.+(i-ij) for jC i 
=(i-l)s- $$+(j-i) forj>i 
Alternatively, the index m(s,i,i) can be obtained from Table 2. 
TABLE 1 
CONSTRUCTION OF D” FROM 1 
2 
s 1 Row Deletions* 
3 2s+l 2s+2’ , 
4 3s+l 3s+2 3s+3’ , 
k (k-i)k+l (k-i)k+2 .*. . ... (k-l)k+& 
‘Delete rows of s which are indexed in table portion above and on the line for a 
given s value. 
TABLE 2 
l?l-VALUES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 1’ 
3 4 . . . S 
I 
1 -!--I ’ 2 3 4 1 ..* s 2 2 s+l s+2 I s+3 . . . 2s-1 
3 -- - - 1 (2s--1)+lJ 3 s+2 2s+l i ... 3s-s ---- 
4 ! 4 s+3 2s+l (3s-3)+1 1 a.* 4s-6 
S 2s’- 1 3s’- 3 4s’-6 . . . s(s+1)/2 
*Successive m-values for a specified s are the row sequence of entries in the portion 
of table up to and including i = i = s. 
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Details of the structure of I” are exemplified below by 13. 
13 = 
9x6 
elT 
6 
e2T 
e3T 
- 
= 
- - 
1 0 0 10 0 10 
0 1 0 :o 010 
0 0 1 ‘0 0 ‘0 - - - - - _,_ - - _,_ _ 
0 1 0 ‘0 0 to 
0 0 0 ;I 010 
0 0 0’0 1’0 - - - - - -,_ - - _,_ 
0 0 1 ‘0 0 ‘0 
I 
0 0 010 1 IO 
0 0 010 0;1 
- 
Using the row deletion and row insertion matrices which have been 
defined, one can readily verify the following relationships pertaining to a 
symmetric matrix Y: 
cs Y=D”csY=D”I”cs Y, 
(7) 
cs Y = IS cs Y = I”D”cs Y. 
The identical relationships would hold for the alternate vector string u(Y) 
and its reduced form U(Y). Pertaining to a row string vector representation 
and a reduced row string vector analogously defined, one can establish the 
corresponding relationships 
rS Y=rsY(D”)T= fs Y(I”)T(D”)T, 
rsY= i!? Y(I”)T=rsY(DS)T(IS)T. 
(6) 
III. SOLUTION OF EQ. (6) 
Supposing that Eq. (1) has been modified to the structure of Eq. (6), viz, 
NcsX=csF, (9) 
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the dimensional reduction prior to inversion, and expansion thereafter if 
desired, follow readily by use of Eq. (7). Using Cs { } as an operator on (9) 
one obtains 
cs { NcsX} = D”NcsX= D”NI”D”csX (for L.H.S.), 
PO) 
= cs {csF} =D”csF (for R.H.S.). 
Compacting by D”NI” i N*, D”csX= CSX, and D”csF= FFF, one 
obtains the dimension-reduced equation 
and its solution, if N* has an inverse, 
EFX=(N*)-‘EF. (12) 
Operating on (12) with cs{ }, one obtains similarly the expanded form 
csX=I” -dSX=IS(N*)-lDSIS -ET F 
= N-lcsF. (13) 
The computational advantages of evaluating N -I via (N*) - ’ can be 
readily appreciated. 
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